Bear
September 14, 2018 New Mexico
Galatians 6:9 “So let’s not get tired of doing what is good. At just the right time we
will reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t give up.”

It wasn’t until later that I noticed a symbol revealed in the clouds
Sigh…no elk tag for me this September. Tags continue to get more difficult to draw and
while Robin and I did well enough in the lottery that it’s unlikely our family will starve, my
fall hunting lineup looked pretty bleak this year. Thankfully several over-the-counter
species (meaning one doesn’t need to draw a tag) can be hunted in New Mexico,
including: Barbary sheep, bear, mountain lion, javelina and turkeys.
I can’t recall the first year I purchased a bear tag in New Mexico, but we moved here in
1996 and I’ve had one in my pocket “just in case” almost every year since. Suffice it to
say I’ve made ample “donations” to NM Game & Fish with a score of unfilled bear tags.
This year I vowed to get more serious in trying to notch a tag. I never felt a “need” to kill
a bear so haven’t pursued them with a rifle. For me it’s been bow or nothing.
Each year I ponder whether to buy another bear tag, but I’ve never lost faith or given up
hope that my efforts would someday be rewarded.
Typically fall food sources such as prickly pear, acorns and piñons are sought out by bears
to fatten up before the lean winter months. However, these crops can vary considerably
based on precipitation not only around the state but in specific drainages. About the only
way to locate these food sources in the vast range where bears roam is by lacing on hiking
boots and exploring. Usually I’m pursuing elk or deer and only half-heartedly keeping an
eye out for bears, but this fall I specifically targeted areas where I where I had seen bears,
tracks and droppings in past years. One friend proclaims that if we put as much time and
energy into hunting bears as we devote to an elk tag we’d kill a bruin every year, and I
intended to put his theory to the test.
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At 320K miles old faithful keeps getting me to and from adventures all around the state
On one outing I began gearing up for the day only to realize I had left my bow at home –
doh! I had my backup pistol decided to make the most of it. Honestly I felt the odds of
finding a bear were slim; however, a few hours later I panned my Vortex binos across the
head of a valley and spotted one ambling down an open slope! I hastened to close the
distance, but lost sight of him during my approach. I guessed him to be within 200-yards
below my location, which felt like a “safe” direction to try and call him within range.
I found a place with a commanding view next to some bushes that provided camouflage
cover, chambered a round and began wailing on a mouth-blown predator call (electronic
calls are not legal to use for bears in New Mexico). Knowing that my pistol would be loud,
I had inserted sonic earplugs (earplugs that allow hearing but include internal diaphragms
that block loud noises) as I do for all my gun hunting for hearing protection. After about 5
minutes I removed one earplug, thinking I should be able to hear him scrambling up the
slope if he was responding to my calls.
I alternated calling for 5-15 seconds and listening for 30-seconds to a minute for around
10 minutes, at which point the bear suddenly appeared to my right just 10-yards away! I
immediately recognized it to be a juvenile: small head, big ears, lankly legs and skinny
body. As I fumbled to replace my earplug I evaluated my desire to shoot him. With my
bow I would have been thrilled to take any bear, but I wasn’t fired up (no pun intended) to
shoot this one with a firearm. To compound the issue I have never actually hunted with a
pistol, and the shot angle wasn’t very good with him facing me. Between me fumbling with
my earplug and debating whether I wanted to shoot the small bear my 30-second window
of opportunity closed when he let out a loud “woof” and bounded back the way he had
come. I had absolutely no regrets and was elated to have actually called one in! I didn’t
see any more bears on that trip, but counted it a resounding success (all but forgetting my
bow at home).
Throughout numerous forays I found various animals: elk, deer, reptiles, amphibians, birds
and insects. Some allowed me time to snap photos, while others offered only a glimpse
and a memory. The monsoon season made the landscape lush and green, and the
wildflowers were stunning in many areas.
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Typical bear country: rugged, but lush and green thanks to summer monsoons

Another beautiful area green as a golf course

Tasty but off limits…
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Cute and harmless…

Camouflaged and dangerous…
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These stunning wildflowers made me sneeze

Bluestem Prickly Poppy

Frog in a rain catchment pond
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Leapin’ lady

Bull elk at dusk

What did this bear do in the woods?!
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Although relatively early in the season I was itching to call in another bruin so headed out
for another weekend attempt. Hot weather continued so I planned to check some cooler
drainages that historically flowed with water to see if the oaks had produced acorns.
On the first day I found an area with acorns on the ground and fresh bear pies packed with
their shells. I ascended a huge boulder that offered safety and a good view and called for
about 20-minutes with no response. Perhaps the bear was no longer within earshot or
maybe my calls were drowned out by the trickling stream.
I waited a few minutes in silence before packing up and continuing to hike along the
drainage. About 30-minutes later I heard a noise and froze to scan the area, and spotted
a bear slinking into some brush! I immediately nocked an arrow and began squalling on
my call. I peered through my binos and could just make out his dark form and tan muzzle.
After a minute or two the bear came out from behind the bushes and began to circle my
position, trying to catch my scent and assess the sounds of a delectable dying animal.
I carefully angled toward his line of travel and our paths slowly converged. Whenever he
appeared to lose interest I gave a soft squeal to regain his attention. Despite bears having
a reputation for relatively poor vision I was fully camouflaged and all but invisible. We both
traveled about fifty-yards with the bear partially obscured by trees and brush. Finally I
spotted an opening that would allow a clear shot and ranged the distance to be 40-yards.
I drew my bow as the bruin stepped clear I gave a brief squeal with my mouth. He froze
and stared intently toward me in a perfect broadside position. I felt calm and focused as I
settled my sight pin on his vitals and gently squeezed the trigger of my release. My arrow
flew true and disappeared into his side! He let out a low huff, spun away and disappeared
over a deadfall of logs deposited by past floods.
I was stunned to finally accomplish what I had been trying to for decades.

Approximate location of the bear when I shot
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A copious amount of blood on the gray logs gave me confidence of a lethal hit; however,
bowhunting a large predator made me think twice before taking up the blood trail!
I waited fifteen minutes and ascended the side of the narrow canyon to scan from a safer
location. I couldn’t see the bear but verified he wasn’t lying in wait behind the pile of logs
to ambush me, so retraced my steps to the shot location and chambered a round in my
pistol before following the blood trail.

A good sign that my shot was lethal

Becoming more confident my shot placement was good
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Pretty certain nothing could survive blood loss like this
After 60-70 yards I spotted the bear dead as a stone – what a relief! I was in awe to have
finally killed a bear with my bow! He appeared to grow before my eyes as I approached.
The bruin was a lot bigger than I had realized. His paws were huge and his head
absolutely enormous. I obviously couldn’t weigh him, but I have a coworker that weighs
250-pounds and this beast was every bit as big and then some.
His teeth were chipped and worn: a sure sign of old age. New Mexico bears often have
nearly bald summer hides, but the hide was thick and dark with reddish highlights. Indeed
this huge boar was everything I could have hoped for in a trophy class bear – what a
blessing. Although the general belief is bear meat can be unpalatable I have several
friends who insist that the meat ranks well as table fare if it’s taken care of in the field (kept
clean and cooled as quickly as possible), much like any other wild game. I intended to
salvage the meat and find out for myself.
I wanted to have the hide tanned, which would make for challenging butchering work, but
it’s all part of sweet success. It took well over an hour to wrestle the monster around and
get the hide peeled. Throughout the process I carved the meat off the bone, placed it in
game bags and then onto rocks along the creek to cool.
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What a bruiser!

The paws were giant and every bit as big as any footprints I’ve ever seen in New Mexico
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Look at this pumpkin noggin! Ears that appear small and on the outside of the head are
a sure indicator of a large bear. I later measured over 7” between his ears.

My hands are tiny and dainty compared to his muscular paws and leathery pads
I finished butchering by headlamp well after dark and considered my options. A few years
ago I likely would have carried everything out in two monster loads but now either weaker
or wiser I opted for three trips. I spread the hide over some logs to air out and stay cool
and then loaded my backpack with meat. I arrived at the truck just before midnight,
thankful for the cool night temperature, and was lulled to sleep by crickets serenading.
I dragged myself out of bed early to retrieve the two remaining loads before the day
became too hot. The meat and hide were very cool after laying at the bottom of the canyon
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all night, so I bundled the hide into a bag and cached it where it would remain shaded and
salvaged the second load of meat. The hide was my heaviest load (later weighed at 55
pounds) and it went into the cooler at the truck just before noon.
Assuming the meat is tasty, hopefully it won’t take another 20-years to fill a bear tag. But
even if I never kill another one this monster is a testament to perfect timing and never
giving up hope – praise God!

The beast is dead!
Post script:
We’ve since had bear meat for several meals. Much like mountain lion, I’ve always said
I’ll try bear once and if we don’t like it I won’t go after them again.
Our family found the meat to be juicy, tender and delicious! Our first meals included
enchiladas, spaghetti and pot pie and I received the green light from my family to pursue
black bears in the future.
Although I don’t put a whole lot of stock in trophy size, I generally try to pursue mature
animals and, in that regard, established record keeping systems provide a framework for
determining a relative size for any given species.
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Chipped and worn teeth – an old bear

Skull size is determined by adding the Length and Width
While this bear is far from “record size” I later measured the bruin’s hide to stretch 6’-6”
from nose to tail – certainly a large black bear by any standards. After cleaning the skull
and checking its dimensions against record keeping archery standards it’s well above the
minimum qualifying score. Additionally, it would slightly exceed the minimum qualifying
score even in the grizzly category! NMDGF reported the age of my bear based on tooth
analysis as being 9-years old. This bear exceeds everything I could have hoped for and
I am blessed to have cleanly taken such a bruiser – praise the Lord!
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